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WHO ARE WE? 
We are change management strategists who make a meaningful 

difference for our clients, ourselves, and society. We envision an 

interconnected world where Strategic Thinking is the engine 

that powers our clients' long term success. 

Our Mission 

We help executives, business owners and leaders of for profit 

and non-profit organizations identify, communicate and 

implement the key actions they need to take to achieve their 

desired outcomes. This leads to an understanding of what each 

person in the organization needs to do to get there. The results 

can be magical and sustainable when all are helping to sail the 

ship in the same direction. Through our facilitative coaching 

style, we help our clients prepare for and manage the rapidly 

changing world around us. 

Our Core Values 

Creative Spirit 

Open exchange of information and ideas 

Resourcefulness, creativity and ingenuity 

Servant Leadership 

Service to our clients and associates 

Lead by example 

Respect and trust 

Integrity, professionalism and teamwork 

Wisdom and Enthusiasm 

Balance of enthusiasm and wisdom 

Lifelong learning and self-improvement 
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Why choose Denner Group? 

When you work with us you get: 

~   Superior Results:  Using a Systems Thinking Approach® we help you focus on the 

future, create your strategic and operational plans, implement these plans at all 

levels in the organization, and achieve the long term results you are seeking.  

~   Knowledge Transfer:  You get our knowledge, skills, products, language, and 

methodology transferred to you and your people for continuous improvement. 

This enables you to continue using the tools and techniques you’ve learned to 

manage change and create lasting growth.  

~   Greater Value:  We bring Fortune 500 experience with flexibility and focus. You 

get the global perspective, expertise and reach of large, well-known 

international consulting and training firms without their overhead costs.  

~   Global Focus:  You get our focus on international trends translated and 

interpreted as they relate to your business and industry. We continually scan 

external world trends, adapting, and applying them as “What-If” scenarios to 

your situation. This helps you prepare for future changes that could affect your 

 strategic goals.

Our Capabilities 

Future External Environmental Scanning 

Scanning eight external areas for future trends or changes 

that might impact the organization’s future direction and 

strategic objectives 

Accelerated Change Management 

Utilizing a combination of GE's Change Acceleration Process 

(CAP) and John Kotter's 8-step model for change, we guide 

you and your team through the process of change. Depending 

on your needs, initial components include creating a shared 

vision, creating a shared need, shaping the vision, and 

communicating the vision for buy-in. Then we focus on 

creating a sense of urgency, mobilizing commitment,  
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changing systems and structures, empowering action, and 

generating short-term wins. Consistency with follow-through 

helps to incorporate change into the culture. 

 

Strategic Planning 

Facilitated retreats / strategic plan process and creation / 

strategic vs. tactical thinking / goal-setting and measurement 

/ current state SWOT analysis / strategic initiatives and 

action plans 

Business and Operational Planning 

Once the strategic plan is developed, it’s time to align 

division and departmental budgets to the organizational 

initiatives identified in the strategic plan. Facilitated 

departmental planning / budget planning and review / 

operational goal alignment / staff alignment to strategic 

initiatives / performance management 

Marketing and Social Media Planning 

Organizational strategic marketing plan development / social 

media marketing plan development / social media policy 

development and implementation / marketing automation 

plans and implementation / integrated digital marketing 

strategy (website, blogging, email marketing, social 

networking, ecommerce). We will work with your team on 

any and all aspects of digital marketing and social media 

promotion. 

Team Workouts 

Problem resolution / cross-functional teamwork challenges / 

scenario plan development / cost elimination strategies / 

addressing communication challenges. Based on your needs, 

we customize the workout process to generate the results you 

seek using a facilitated exercises in a workshop format.  
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Highlights of Recent Engagements 

Scenario:  

Morale improves despite reorganization process resulting in job loss 

A global Fortune 500 personal care products manufacturer was reorganizing its 

distribution processes and centers, resulting in closures and restructuring. This 

caused low morale and uncertainty among the staff whose jobs were affected. 

Executive leadership hired us to help train mid-level staff in the affected 

distribution centers in strategic thinking. The goal was to help these team leaders 

understand the big picture and how their efforts to help wind down their operations 

centers was crucial to the organization’s bottom line.  

Results: 

The team leaders came away with a renewed sense of accomplishment and energy 

to see the process through as efficiently and positively as possible. Many were 

offered opportunities to transfer to the new facilities. Others were offered help with 

job search outside the organization. 

Scenario:  

A non-profit organization needed to create a strategic plan  

A 10,000-member spiritual organization with branches in 4 states wanted to create 

a strategic plan to help them address the changes in their culture and create 

growth. Membership growth was stagnating. They face demographic challenges and 

want to be clear about what changes are the best to embrace in the environment 

around the organization and each district and branch. We facilitated a 2-day retreat 

with the 12-member strategic leadership team and 40 of their key branch leaders. 

All of the participants were volunteers. We also conducted online webinars with 

several branch leaders who could not attend to gain their input prior to the 2-day 

retreat.  

Results: 

Following the retreat, the client produced a strategic plan with our guidance. We 

reviewed the final plan that was drafted and continue to follow up as coaches to 

guide them through the implementation process.   

http://www.dennergroup.com/
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Scenario:  

Global firm sought help for on-demand training in change management 

A multinational IT services firm with a long and successful history of managing 

change embarked on a project to create on-demand training programs to improve 

how they accelerate and manage change for their staff of 90,000. The particular 

challenge was to select the processes and structures most helpful in managing and 

accelerating change initiatives with sustainable results, while doing so with 

efficient and understandable on-demand training. We became a member of the team 

tasked to make this happen. Our role was as an external subject matter expert in 

accelerated change management to help ensure their internal staff focused on 

creating content for the training consistent with the intended outcomes of the 

project design. There were four organizations involved in the project with 

participants located in the USA, Europe and India. All work meetings and 

document sharing were via the internet. 

Results: 

Twelve training modules were created. These are targeted to both executive level 

and managerial level staff. The vast collection of models, processes and structures 

the firm uses were filtered to offer the most effective tools for this basic level 

training. Plus, they offered staff access to people and materials for further training 

and support in managing their initiatives. The client achieved more clearly focused 

accelerated change management programs that will enhance their continued 

success. 

Scenario: 

Marketing promotion results in new members and exposure 

A non-profit strategy leadership association needed marketing promotion support 

for a new webinar series program. We were hired to help create and update a new 

website, create and manage the event registration and GoToWebinar integration, to 

handle email marketing, to implement social media promotion, and to write and 

distribute press releases and blog articles. 
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Results: 

The program was deemed a success, coming close to projected financial 

expectations. It resulted in new memberships, a healthy attendance, and wider 

global exposure for the organization, despite only three months to create the 

marketing plan, the infrastructure, and implement the promotion. The 

organization’s board was pleased with the results to the extent that this is now an 

annual event. Planning for the 2015 program will begin six months in advance. 

Scenario: 

Team collaboration improves after facilitated workout 

Three independent companies had worked together on major windfarm installation 

projects across the US. But in many instances they encountered delays due to lack 

of communication, systems and processes. This resulted in finger pointing and 

inefficiencies between team leaders and participants. They were looking for 

assistance in reining in their collaborative processes to be more efficient. 

Results: 

We conducted a one-day facilitated workout session with stakeholders from all three 

companies. This was the first time all three companies had met together as a group 

to communicate face-to-face and share information. They discovered ways to 

communicate with one another and share processes and systems that would avoid 

future delays and advise one another of critical time tables for equipment deliveries 

and status updates.  

Scenario:  

An animal feed manufacturer wanted to reduce expenses  

A team of three people facilitated a two-day workshop with a cross functional team 

of 25 staff members. During the two days, staff members were guided to evaluate 

their work processes and procedures to identify ways to streamline or eliminate 

these and assign a cost-savings valuation. The department heads were present both 

to assist in laying out cost scenarios and to cement their support of the process. 
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Results: 

The staff members found at least $1.5 million in immediate, ongoing cost savings by 

implementing or eliminating specific procedures and processes, without eliminating 

jobs or investing in new equipment. This helped to boost morale, giving staff 

members a renewed understanding of how their work contributes to the bottom line. 

It also helped to build more cohesive ties between departments as they experienced 

how short and simple collaboration efforts can produce extraordinary results. 

Scenario: 

Communication and volunteer participation improves 

A global spiritual organization lacked a structured process for communicating with 

members and engaging volunteers in helping to operate the organization. We were 

hired to coach the leaders and implement a more professional communications 

program. 

Results: 

Through a facilitated approach we helped craft and implement a strategic plan, 

coached the leader to set up administrative processes and re-designed the 

organization’s communications materials. We continue to handle the organization’s 

email marketing communication and special event promotion, coach the 

organization’s leader in overall management as well as coach a virtual assistant on 

her work for the organization. This has resulted in an increase in members, 

increased volunteer participation, and more professional branding.  
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Possible Engagement Scenarios 

CEO of a global spiritual membership organization seeks help in general 

organization, financial management, email marketing, strategy development, 

intellectual property matters, and creating a vibrant membership. 

Hospital Group Vice President of International Marketing seeks help in 

developing the Mexico portion of his business plan 

President or Board Chair seeks to quickly implement a multi-faceted marketing 

promotions strategy for a new program launch 

Vice President of Strategy or Chief Strategy Officer seeks tools to track and 

manage staff alignment with organizational initiatives 

Global Training Contractor seeks subject matter expert to support a major 

global client in creating on-demand training for accelerated change management. 

President or Vice President of Strategy seeks facilitators for an off-site retreat 

to create and implement a 3-year strategic plan  

Director of Commercial Operations, Vice President of Engineering or Vice 

President / General Manager seeks ways to improve communications, 

accountability, and delivery times with external collaborators 

Business owner seeks help establishing and implementing marketing automation 

campaigns to attract new clients 

Senior Leadership and Management 
In order for client engagements to be successful, close collaboration and communication 

with executive and senior leaders is essential. These are some of the leaders with whom we 

work: 

 President, CEO, Board Chair, Board President 

 Executive Vice President for Strategy, Marketing, Finance, Human Resources 

 Chief Financial Officer 

 Chief Marketing Officer 

 Chief Strategy Officer 

 Strategy Leadership Team responsible for mission, vision and plan integration 

 Marketing Communications Vice President and team 

 Social Media Marketing Vice President and team  

 External contractors responsible for project implementation 

 Special Projects Manager  

http://www.dennergroup.com/
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Engagement Process 

To schedule an introductory meeting, contact Eric Denniston at eric@dennergroup.com or 

via phone at (858) 357-9600 Ext. 4. Usually this is conducted online via GoToMeeting. 

Following the introductory meeting, we will schedule a one-day Plan-to-Plan session with 

the client’s top decision-makers to clarify, customize and tailor the engagement to the 

client’s needs. This is a paid engagement that precedes the follow-up engagement to 

conduct the real work and implement the client project.  

This is an essential part of successful client engagement in order to identify critical issues 

and barriers to success, prioritize needs and activities, create buy-in from the senior 

leadership team, identify critical dates and timing, and clarify next steps. 

All our engagements come with our Nothing to Lose Guarantee and No Further Obligations 

commitment: 

Nothing to Lose Guarantee 

We unconditionally guarantee each speaking, training, and 

consulting project that we conduct. In the unlikely event that you are 

not satisfied with our work, we will not bill you for the consulting fee; 

instead, we will only bill for our direct out-of-pocket expenses. 

No Further Obligations 

There are No Further Obligations after our first session. We will work 

with you ONLY if we are convinced you are seriously committed to 

success. Success requires your understanding, discipline, persistence 

and leadership!  

For more information, please contact: 

Eric A. Denniston 

Managing Director 

Denner Group International 

eric@dennergroup.com  

PO Box 1132 ▪ Mayer, AZ 86333-1132 

www.dennergroup.com 
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